
How to create the UpdateHistory macro for the Free Throws Excel VBA project. 

1. Create a Merged Cell, i.e. join 2 or 3 or 4 or more cells into one larger cell using the Merge&Center command in the 

Home Ribbon group.  My MERGED CELLS were F4, G4, H4 and I4.  The cell F4 contents HISTORY of Free Throw 

SIMULATION RUNS was merged and centered across those 4 selected cells. 

 

2. Type in your descriptive column headings one row below that Merged Cell.  The column headings will generally be 

the same as the column headings that you are showing for the results of the simulation run, plus any settings that 

the user gets to choose, such as how many dice rolls or how many free throws and what free throw shot percentage.  

As you can see above, my 4column headings were Shots, FT %, Hot Streak, and Miss Streak.  Cells F5, G5, H5 and I5 

contained the column headings. 

3. Click anywhere except in the Merged Cell, the cell that has the History of … merged and centered label. 

4. Developer Tab, Record Macro command to start recording a VBA macro. 

5. Name your macro UpdateHistory.  Have a shortcut key of Ctrl+Shift+H to make it convenient to test it out later on. 

6. You are now RECORDING the macro.  Everything you do is being recorded, so take your time and don’t make 

mistakes.  It’s always useful to rehearse a practice run before you record the macro. 

7. Make sure the Use Relative References is OFF.  ON it is a different color than the ribbon’s gray color.  OFF is blends 

in with the Ribbon and is the same color. 

8. Click inside the History of … merged and centered label cell to select it. 

9. Now, click the Use Relative References button or command to turn them ON.  Use Relative References is ON . 

10. Hold down the Ctrl key (CONTROL KEY) and press the down arrow key.  CTRL + DOWN ARROW will move you to the 

very last cell in the current column that has any contents. 

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/022/VBA/freeThrows2.html


11. Now press the DOWN ARROW key.  You are NOT holding down the control key.  The DOWN ARROW key causes the 

movement to the next row, i.e. to the cell below the cell we just has selected.  This is the first blank cell and blank 

row in this column.  It’s the first empty or open cell. 

12. Turn OFF Use Relative References by clicking on the Use Relative References icon or button or whatever you call it 

in Windows 7 with its Ribbons approach.  (Developer Tab, Use Relative References command?????). 

13. Click the STOP RECORDING button or command choice on the Developer Tab  ribbon. 

14. Click the Macros icon or command.  It is the 2nd column on the Developer ribbon.  The 2nd from the left. 

15. Choose UpdateHistory in the Macros dialog box.  Then click the EDIT button (not the RUN button, the EDIT button). 

16. There are exactly 3 statements that got recorded if you followed the instructions above here carefully and step by 

step. 

17. The new 4th statement should be one that you type that stores what ROW to use in a variable.   Here is what that 

statement would look like:    theRow = ActiveCell.Row 

 

18. It is optional, but you could also store the column number too, if you wanted.  Shown above here is what that 

statement would look like, if you wanted the variable to be named theColumn, for example. 

19. Now, ROW 2 is where the current results are (see my example).  Where to historically record these current results?  

In theRow, i.e. theRow is the row number of where the latest results should be recorded for the history of all the 

runs.  I had 4 results, so here is the rest of the code.  Note that the code could be done in many different ways.  The 

variable theColumn is NOT NEEDED, but makes it easier to adjust the model  later and insert new columns for 

additional simulation results.  The last 4 statements in the SUB shown above work.  Note:  I could have easily used 

the numbers 6, 7, 8 and 9 in place of theColumn, theColumn + 1, theColumn + 2 and theColumn + 3. 


